


TECHNICAL DATA

These machines are the latest evolution in inverter based welding 
generator`s technology. The most advanced materials and components have 
been used to design and produce the welding power source.

Using AC cooling fan as just in case of overheating switches on, so 
prevents fan failure and excess sediment of dust inside machine.
High thermal capacity for heavy duty welding in tropical and moisture 
region.
Stability of welding current and welding quality even at input voltage 
fluctuations, hand deviation of welder and long electric cable.
Equipped with anti-stick system in order to prevent of sticking the wire to 
work piece and maintaining electrode coating quality.
Ability to adjust welding current with display of real current.
Display overheating and under voltage fault.
High frequency power INVERTER with latest type of IGBTs.
TIG welding using the lift method for decreasing depreciation of tungsten 
tip unlike previous method that work piece scratched by tungsten tip 
when striking and molten puddle polluted from separated piece of 
tungsten.
Protection against over current of load, over voltage of input and 
overheating.

rc 
applying different electrodes (cellulosic, 
preventing electrode sticking to work piece.
Using switch knob instead of push button and extra life of switch.

Accessories

Optional

TECHNICAL DATA
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Inverter Single Phase MMAWeldingMachines

Model:                                                 MaxiArc281G & MaxiArc221Gcell

MaxiArc281G

Power supply V 1 × 230 1 × 230
Frequency Hz 50/60 50/60

Installation Power max KVA 13.8 9.6

Input current (@100% DT) A 34 27

Secondary:
Recommended stick electrodes mm 1.5 5 1.5 5

Open circuit voltage V 65 81
Welding voltage V 20.4 31.2 20.4 28.8  
Welding current A 10 280 10 220
Duty cycle 15% A 280 220

Duty cycle 100% A 175 150

Protection class IP IP 21 S IP 21 S

Operation modes MMA stick electrode, TIG  DC (lift) MMA stick electrode, TIG  DC (lift)

Power source inverter inverter

Fuse A 50 (D) 35 (D)

Insulation Class H H

Dimensions (L × W × H) cm 50 18 28 50 18 28
Weight Kg 12 15

            F: Fasted action fuse        D: Delayed action fuse

1. Joosha reserves the rights to change the specifications without notice.

2. Last digit number of the name of machine (for ex.1 in MaxiArc 281) indicates to the version of it.

Sales Office: No.10 , Ashkan St,10th St, Karegar shomaly, Tehran, IranTel : +98 (21) 88010966 (24 Line)  Fax : +98 (21) 88027940
Factory :P.O.Box :  48175 - 385 ,  Sari ,  Iran    Tel :     +98 (11)    33137110      33137111          Fax : +98 (11) 33137116

MaxiArc221Gcell

Welding connectors
Belt

Electrode holder with cable
Earth clamp with cable
Air cooled TIG Torch
Gas regulator
Automatic welding mask

Excellent FeaTures of Machine
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